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ΘΘ StatusStatus
not well, but not dead eithernot well, but not dead either

urgent challenges for theorists:urgent challenges for theorists:
-- LEPS LEPS vsvs CLASCLAS
-- reliable background estimatereliable background estimate
““if you have to ask how much it costs, if you have to ask how much it costs, 
you canyou can’’t afford itt afford it””
““if you have to ask how many if you have to ask how many  σ σ, , 
you shouldnyou shouldn’’t believe itt believe it””
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LipkinLipkin

•• ordinary ordinary hadronshadrons  → →
•• no exp. info onno exp. info on
•• no exp. info on states containing no exp. info on states containing 

bothboth andand
•• exotics: exotics: 
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simplest system with bothsimplest system with both

triquarktriquark::

the the antiquarkantiquark polarizes polarizes thethe scalar scalar diquarkdiquark::

““beware of baryons bearing giftsbeware of baryons bearing gifts””
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crucial question:crucial question:

Why some experiments see the Why some experiments see the ΘΘ and others donand others don’’t ?t ?

two tests that can aid in understanding the data:two tests that can aid in understanding the data:

•• resonance resonance vsvs background test via angular distribution:background test via angular distribution:

•• production mechanism test: production mechanism test: 
momentum transfer distribution (cf. Nakanomomentum transfer distribution (cf. Nakano’’s talk)s talk)
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solitonsoliton approach in large approach in large N_cN_c contextcontext

•• consistency of collective coordinate quantization? consistency of collective coordinate quantization? 
•• mixing of mixing of vibrationalvibrational and rotational modesand rotational modes
•• if if ΘΘ exists, so do its slightly heaver cousins:exists, so do its slightly heaver cousins:

-- J=3/2   J=3/2   
-- 2727--rep.rep.
-- non manifestly exotics partners non manifestly exotics partners 

•• for large for large N_cN_c and and m_Qm_Q →→ ∞∞,, the analogue ofthe analogue of
heavy heavy pentaquarkpentaquark mustmust existexist

•• how close is the real world with how close is the real world with N_cN_c=3 and =3 and m_qm_q? ? 
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solitonsoliton model issuesmodel issues
•• relation to QCD ? Is                large enough?relation to QCD ? Is                large enough?

•• consistency of derivative expansion ?consistency of derivative expansion ?

•• model dependencemodel dependence

•• QuantizationQuantization

•• SU(3) breaking:  expansion in  SU(3) breaking:  expansion in  

but also remarkable successes of these models but also remarkable successes of these models ((cfcf KopeliovichKopeliovich talk)talk)
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baryon spectrum of baryon spectrum of SkyrmeSkyrme modelmodel

M.K. & M.K. & M.MattisM.Mattis, 1984, 1984
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I+J I+J symmterysymmtery!!
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quark modelsquark models

•• what are the important light q correlations ?what are the important light q correlations ?
•• interplay of experiment, model and latticeinterplay of experiment, model and lattice
•• exotics with heavy Q*: the new frontierexotics with heavy Q*: the new frontier
•• lattice provides wonderful theoretical laboratory:lattice provides wonderful theoretical laboratory:

-- vary vary N_cN_c and and N_fN_f
-- m_qm_q dependencedependence
-- light q correlations in presence of Q*  light q correlations in presence of Q*  
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ΘΘ fromfrom latticelattice
•• in the long run in the long run –– most reliable theoretical approach most reliable theoretical approach 
•• but not there yet, but not there yet, ““at least two more yearsat least two more years””
•• disentangling KN from genuine resonance: disentangling KN from genuine resonance: 

→→ need careful need careful VV--dependence studydependence study
•• quenching artifacts quenching artifacts →→ need need dynamical fermionsdynamical fermions
•• ΘΘ((uuddsuudds*) *) →→ need realistically need realistically light quarkslight quarks
•• heavy Q, e.g. heavy Q, e.g. ΘΘ__c(uuddcc(uuddc*) *) →→ small lattice spacingsmall lattice spacing
•• spin and parity ?  spin and parity ?  

3/2+  deeply bound state !? (3/2+  deeply bound state !? (JLabJLab--Adelaide)Adelaide)
•• tetraquarkstetraquarks
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critical open TH questionscritical open TH questions
•• why some why some expsexps see see ΘΘ and others donand others don’’t ?t ?
•• background computationbackground computation
•• possible production mechanisms ?possible production mechanisms ?
•• if if ΘΘ exists exists –– why is it so narrow ?why is it so narrow ?
•• PWA PWA vsvs formation experiments ?! (formation experiments ?! (AzimovAzimov))
•• why forward (LEPS, ZEUS) ?why forward (LEPS, ZEUS) ?
•• energy and Q^2 dependence (energy and Q^2 dependence (cfcf BaBarBaBar plot)plot)
•• light q correlations: light q correlations: triquarkstriquarks, , diquarksdiquarks ??
•• optimal effective action ? (optimal effective action ? (HosakaHosaka))
•• heavy Q exotics! heavy Q exotics! 
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conclusionsconclusions

many fascinating theoretical questionsmany fascinating theoretical questions

but experimental situation bafflingbut experimental situation baffling

the ball is clearly in the experimental court!the ball is clearly in the experimental court!
need more and higher stats experimentsneed more and higher stats experiments

gold plated experiment: K+ on nucleusgold plated experiment: K+ on nucleus
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BaBarBaBar: hadron production rates : hadron production rates vsvs massmass
what is the dynamics that generates this pattern ?!what is the dynamics that generates this pattern ?!
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